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£bitorial Notes: 

This issue was a positive pleasure for me to compile because for the first time in a few years I have 
been the recipient of several really interesting and diverse articles on Morris - almost all without my 
having to chase round likely authors and think up ideas! I have really enjoyed it - the more so since 
many of them came on disc ready typed . Please - more of the same I I 

For those who haven't already asked - my computer prefers Wordperfect 6.0 but an ASCII text file is 
fine - so long as it's on a 3 5'' double sided, high density disc. I hope everyone enjoys the thicker issue 
after the last one being a bit thin . I know of several articles still in the pipeline - but everyone has the 
problem of competing priorities and some of them are long in gestation I 

If you want some ideas of what other people might like to read about - here are some ideas that are 
being tossed around: 

- do people take their morris kit seriously ( do all team wear the same items - if so can you get supplies a 
few years hence, correct sort of footwear for the activity, clothes that aren't too tight to perform the 
movements, wear sports bras .... )? 

- do we keep fit for morris or morris to keep fit? (this prompted by a phone call I received from a journalist 
who was convinced that we all do morris to keep fit - because it's more fun than aerobics - which I think 
it is I But personally I do other things to keep fit in order to dance morris) 

- how do we recruit and keep young members?? 

Morris Matters is publi shed twice a y ear (Janua,y and July) by Beth Neill, 36 Foxbury Road, Bromley, 
Kent BRI 4DQ, with production assistance from Steve Poole and Jill Griffiths. Any offers of material are 
very welcome - copy dates 30th November and May respectively. Annual subscriptions are £5 in the EC; 
£7 outside EC area. 
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·~cthitt5 cf a Mcrris that wastt't" 
Ascctt-i.ttbcr-W11chwccb - Scmc ttew research 

In his seminal work on Ascott-under-Wychwood, published in Morris Matters, Vol 5 No 4 , 1983, 
Philip Heath-Coleman laid out much of the known information on the Old Mens' Side of Benjamin and 
William Moss, and the Young Mens' Side of William Pratley and Thomas Larner. Mike Heaney's 
similarly important archive work succeeded in offering some dates for each, suggesting that the former 
was active between 1855 - 1865, and the latter from 1860 - 1868/ 70. Heath -Coleman also referenced 
the revival side established by RJE Tiddy in 1911. Outside what is summarised in these works however 
written records of what happened at Ascott are very slim, and a series of questions have always 
haunted historians, teachers and dancers of Ascott. 

The history of the revival in Ascott might be viewed by some as a string of missed, unrepeatable 
opportunities, lost forever . Ben Moss had no time for Pratley's side (The title of this article is Moss's 
description of them to Sharp.) Tiddy's side is reported as having danced nothing derived at first hand 
from tradition (not wholly true , as we shall see.) Yet Tiddy knew all of these men, they were his 
neighbours; Sharp stayed regularly in the village with Tiddy, yet only collected once, on one day, 15 
September 1911 . An old dancer once demonstrated steps to Tiddy in public. Tiddy's huge side of men, 
women, boys and girls were all neighbours, friends, even family of these dancers . So why then did 
Tiddy, (whose interest in and concern for village ways and people is frequently attested to in 
biographies) apparently not choose to reintroduce an indigenous style? 

Heath-Coleman and others though warn us against over-sentimental attachments to concepts of 
tradition, pointing out that sides were frequently associated with each other by kinship, and frequently 
shared, borrowed or stole each other's musicians and ideas . Fieldtown Glorishears was, Franklin noted, 
really a Finstock dance, and Ascott's musicians, Stephen Dore and Thomas Langford both came from 
Finstock. Meanwhile Ascott's first squire, William Cook came from Lyneham, and had probably 
previously been brought in to pass on expertise gained from dancing with Lyneham. 

What started out for me as a short familiarisation with this well-known and strictly limited material 
however has turned , through a chance discovery into a two-year detective trail of ever-increasing 
information. That trail is not yet finished and this article therefore can only form the first part of any 
report of what is emerging . 

The current trail began just two years ago, on 31 May 1993, when Alan Buckingham, the landlord at 
The Swan casually handed me a cassette which he had been given by someone else in the village. It had 
been passed on to them by the last head teacher at Ascott school when the school had closed, around 
1988 and was marked "Ascott under Wychwood Morris Tunes 07.12 .1956." Clearly the cassette was 
modern, but seemed to be a copy of an earlier reel tape, and had been kept in the school on the off
chance that someone in the village might one day seek to revive a side. Neither the custodian of the 
tape ( one of an old village family) nor Alan had any idea of its origin, or the name of the musician. 

The music is inexpertly played, and sounds to be a melodeon, but is played like an accordian. There are 
hesitations and the rhythm varies. Sadly there is no speech, and tantalisingly , at the end one just catches 
the fragment of an exclamation from the musician. The tunes include Pratley's Jockey to the Fair, 
Balancey Straw and Shepherd's Hey, but the remainder are Headington titles and versions , wholly 
consistent with what we know about the revival side's repertoire . 
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Nonetheless the discovery of the tape conjured up intriguing possibilities. Could there be other fragments 
from the Moss or Pratley sides here? Who was the musician, and were they still alive? Might they or any 
relative be able to add to our limited knowledge of events in the years when the Mosses , Pratley , Larner , 
Tiddy and Sharp were all alive? 

A first year of enquiry followed, the trail frequently disappearing up dead-ends , and seeming to go cold. 
Each time my contacts knew little or nothing; the trail just barely kept alive. The final break however was 
when I was led to my first real source, the sister-in-law of a man described initially as an Ascott accordian 
player from the 1950s. The lady turned out to be Sonia Edginton (" Auntie Sonia") through whom I finally 
tapped a flood of information about the revival Ascott , and which goes a very long way towards 
understanding what happened in Ascott at the start of this century. 

The accordian player was Ron Edginton, a village man, musician and dancer , now dead, whose daughter , 
Frances Harris now lives in Leicester. She is a prolific source of information . Most recently I have also 
received help from Roy Dommett and Keith Chandler, and following an article which I placed in the village 
magazine there is further information to collect both from another ex-dancer and a descendent of Thomas 
Larner. This article though concentrates on the chronology of Tiddy's side, and of Ron Edginton . 

Ascott club was a combined country dance club and morris club, set up privately by RJE Tiddy in 1911, 
and predating the EFDS club structure which later was introduced throughout the Cotswolds . It was 
continued by the women during WW 1 when all of its men were away serving, ( the source of the spurious 
legend popular in the 1970s that traditional morris died out because of the First World War .) 

Ron Edginton lived at The Haven , Ascott-under-W ychwood and Frances was his only child. Frances too 
was a dancer, in the 1940s and 1950s. She is the last of the Edginton line. Ron was born in 1909, and died 
in 1985. He was injured during WW2 at RAF Little Rissington and his injury ended his dancing . 

Ron wrote that he first danced with Ascott when he was 10 years old ( 1919, though Honeybone told Roy 
Dommett that the side restarted in 1920,) as soon as it reformed after the War. In a note dated Autumn/ 
Winter 1970 Ron records that this was when he started country dancing, however Frances recalls that they 
didn't distinguish between country and morris dancing, "someone said, 'let's do Bean-Setting' 11 and they 
just got up and did it. Neither Auntie Sonia nor Frances are sure which he learnt first, country or morris . 
At some point in the inter-war period Ron took over the running of the club and he continued to run it until 
1959, when he moved to Leicester. When he left Doris Warner continued to run the club for a while, before 
it ceased . 

There were also clubs in Shipton , Milton-under- Wychwood and Leafield contemporaneously from the 
1920s, and Ron taught at all four . The Ascott club did both country and morris dancing, and met at the 
Tiddy Hall. Shipton club was a schoolchildren's club for country dance only, and Milton club was an adult 
club, run by Jean Webb, which met at the Scout Hut and did country dancing . 

Among the items which Frances handed into my care are her father 's photo album, containing photos of 
Tiddy's side dated 1912 and 1913, and of 1923, 1926 and later sides. There are also photos of Kimber at 
the Tiddy Hall in 1949, when Headington danced with Ascott Club. The early photos show that Tiddy had 
a very large membership from the start. One of the photos dated 1913 shows 10 men in kit, including Tiddy 
, plus one wearing a suit A photo of 1912 contains the caption II Ascott under Wychwood Morris Dancers" 
(not country dancers) and shows no less than 21 girls all in kit as well as seven boys in kit , plus men and 
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women . Another shows eight women. 

The men's kit bore no resemblance to the kit described by Percy Manning and Sharp as worn by the Moss 
and Pratley sides, but is very close to that of Headington Quarry , except for modern footwear , and the 
absence of caps It comprises long white flannel trousers , white shlrts, white plimsolls (an obvious 
difference from HQMM ,) cross baldricks in scarlet and gold, and bellpads in scarlet and gold. The influence 
of Sharp and the fledgling EFDS in kit design is quite apparent. The mid-19th century Moss side by 
contrast wore wrist and elbow ribbons of red , green and blue , and box hats with ribbons trailing behind , 
and no baldrics . 

Tiddy's boys wore knee-length smocks, black socks and shoes and wide -brimmed straw hats . Most striking 
though are the female costumes, for the women dresses alternate ly of pink, mauve and blue , with white 
pinafores, white shoes and white Dutch-style caps, and for the girls pretty white knee-length dresses , white 
socks and slippers and white Victorian cotton bonnets . Auntie Sonia and Frances said that every generation 
from 1911 onwards wore these dresses, which were kept in a chest in the old Tiddy Hall ( demolished this 
year.) Another villager told us this summer that some of the dresses can still be seen in the village shop , 
on request. An ex-dancer, Ossie Shayler has told me that the costumes continued to be worn well into the 
1960s by children for the school maypole ceremonies. 

It is interesting to note that the womens', girls' and boys' kit found here were precisely the kind of which 
Maud Karpeles recounts that Sharp did not approve , a theme to which we shall return in my next article. 

This information, together with other sources , including Roy Dommett and Bacon enabled me to begin 
constructing a list of dancers and musicians from each era. From all of these sources I have been able to 
construct partial club membership rolls. Firstly: 

Identified dancers in photos of club exist dated : Other named dancers , not identified from photo. 

1912 Winnie Weston 
Arthur Longsha w 
RJE Tiddy 

1926 Winnie Weston 
Lil Trinder 
Doris White (Warner) 
Fred Alden 
Flo White 
Norman Edginton 
Leonard Longshaw 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* Known to have danced morris 

Ralph Honeybone 
Fan Shayler 
Jack Carter 
Doris White (Warner) 

Ron Edginton 
George Longsha w 
Fan Shayler 
Albert Towns end 
Mrs Edwards 
Ralph Hone ybone 

* 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

Frances also handed into my care the dance notebook used by Ron Edginton for teaching . Later 
comparison shows that it is a copy, in Ron's handwriting, of edited extracts of Part I of Sharp and 
Macllwaine's Morris Book, 2nd edition dated 1912 . The dances are the Headington and 
Ilmington dances which Sharp selected for that edition . It is written in biro , which was a post -
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WW2 invention, but contains no date as reference . 

This discovery is consistent with Ron's close friendship with William Kimber of HQMM , and 
Frances' comment about dancing style. Evidence of a good friendship with Kimber are evident 
everywhere. Auntie Sonia, when leafing through a pile of Frances' photos found one of Kimber 
taken in the Tiddy Hall and immediately exclaimed "oh, that's Bill Kimber." Frances recently said 
"what's all this William Kimber! It's Bill Kimber." In a 1970 EFDSS newsletter Ron noted of 
Kimber, "We have had many happy times together. .. That year [1949] I invited the Headington 
Team to my village to a country dance party in memory of Mister Tiddy, and Bill's words were, 
"Ron I do love corning to Ascott with you. Anytime you have a party let me know, we will be 
there." 

Interestingly this begs the question of who taught Ron his Morris. Neither Frances nor Auntie 
Sonia knew , and they were sure that neither did Ron remember. He" just did it," as part of the 
repertoire of the club. When I asked," Did Ron teach the same dances he himself had been taught 
or did he teach something else?" Frances didn't know To him it was just morris, its origin was 
not a question. 

As to style, Frances does remember her father's teaching on stepping, "Dance on the ball of your 
foot, don't lift the foot - you should just be able to put a hand under the foot." This suggests a 
restrained, economical style, much as danced by many Ring sides in modern times. Frances, 
Auntie Sonia and Frances' lifetime friend and fellow dancer Kath Brown added, having seen 
Stony Stratford dance in Ascott this July that their impression was that we were very slow "Dad 
wou ld stand and beat the time out with his foot, always fast." 

The only morris which Frances now remembers dancing is Blue-Eyed Stranger and Bean-Setting 
(both titles of Headington dances, and consistent with the notation in her father's book , although 
there was also a Blue-Eyed Stranger in the list of titles given by Ben Moss to Sharp.) Auntie 
Sonia however said she recognised Stony Stratford's Balancey Straw, one of only three dances 
which Sharp recorded in detail from William Pratley, and which Stony dance virtually as per his 
notation (at least as far as the third chorus) This suggests that the 20th century Ascott side 
danced in some sort of recognisably similar manner. 

Frances of course recognised the local names of Pratley and Moss, but she has no information on 
any of the old , pre-1912 personalities of this name, though she and her father danced with their 
children and grandchildren. In fact when Ron first danced Thomas Larner, a member of Pratley's 
side was living just a few miles down the road, in Charlbury and was in his late 70s. 

Amongst other papers given to me by Frances I found the following in an article by Ron on Bill 
Kimber in a copy ofLeics & Rutland EFDSS News, dating from Autumn/ Winter 1970, 

"We have had many happy times together and he related to me how in 1914, as the troops 
were at Southampton, Mr Tiddy wired for Bill, and as Bill has told me, ' I got there and your 
village team in their army uniform, danced their morris dances on the quay, just before they set 
sail. That was the last time they danced together.' How true he was." 

Tiddy was killed in 1916 at Laventie in France by the shock-wave from a passing shell. 
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Frances remembers the following dancers from the 1949 club and can identify many in photos : 

Doris Warner Margaret Barrett Margaret Webb Fan Shayler 
Pat Honeybone George Simmons Lil (Lillian) Trinder Ossie Shayler 
Brian Souch Winnie Weston Yvonne Shayler David Powell 
Sonia Edginton Janet Souch Gertrude Pearce Frances Edginton 
Ann Smith Stuart Tate Jean Webb Gloria Shayler 
Mary Russell Ann Storey 

"Nearly all the village at one time," as Frances recounted . Ron wouldn't take them until they were 
six years old, even though they or their parents wanted them to join earlier. 

So then to the musicians . I do not have dates for some of these , but they included: 

Ron Edginton - accordian (didn't read music.) Ron owned a "Pietro" accordian . 

Ron's second wife, Gertrude - piano ( did read music, and taught him some tunes from 
standard Sharp/ EFDSS sheet music .) She married Ron after Frances' own mother died 
in the early 1940s. The piano of course could only be used in the Tiddy Hall, and thus for 
practice . 

Arthur Carter - instrument not known 

Flo White - piano 

It is evident that the revival sides were socially quite different from those of the mid-19th Century . 
The latter were carefully kept at just six dancers , all male, and were a closed, self-elected group 
who danced for prestige, for money and for the camaraderie of the beerhouse and fighting 
(accounts of fighting by Ascott dancers are recounted both by Manning and by Tiddy.) By the 
time of Tiddy though, and throughout the 20th century both adults and children were flocking to 
join a quite different social outlet. When I asked Ossie Shayler why he had joined he stated that 
it was the only social activity for children in the village at the time . Frances recounted that Ascott 
was really rather a backwater and this was the only way to meet the opposite sex. 

Finally, what then of the tape? I played it to an expectant Frances , but to our great surprise she 
was sure that the musician wasn 't her father , which leaves the mystery of who it was, and why it 
was recorded . What led me on a two-year search remains unresolved . Instead what we have is 
some new information on the early morris revival, a period less-tapped by collectors . In my next 
article I shall return to Tiddy, Sharp, Moss , Pratley and Larner to examine what happened in 
Ascott in 1911 and why the style and repertoire of the old men's sides were only partly captured 
for future generations . 

Julian Drury November 1995 
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Diar11 of a Morris Vir5itt 

A first-timers' view of tl-w "Dommctt Deli5l,t Wattta5e Weekettt," 
- 'hdt, from J3 to 15 October 1995 

Although I have been dancing for six years I am still rather inexperienced in Morris terms, so 
when a friend suggested that we went to the Dommett weekend together, I thought it sounded 
like a wonderful opportunity to broaden my knowledge . 

With some trepidation . we left Canterbury just after five pm on Friday 13th and after an 
uneventful four-hour journey arrived at the Court Hill Ridgeway Centre, a Youth Hostel on 
the outskirts of Wantage in Oxfordshire. 

Following a quick meal, a stiff gin and a change of shoes we then started dancing Bampton 
and continued for the next two hours, It's a style I have never danced before but with Roy's 
teaching and the ability of the other people in my set, I managed to work my way through . 

After we had finished dancing for the evening, we had the chance to get a much needed beer, and 
for some ofus a quick fag. Roy led a discussion on ownership . Basically do various morris sides 
have the right to own their dances and should they share them with others? 

This continued for some time and after a while I went to join a sub-group who had decided to 
have their own meeting in the kitchen. I eventually managed to get to bed at about 2 am, after 
first providing one of my room mates with a foot massage and having a quick shower . 

Breakfast on Saturday started at 8 am. Afterwards we headed for Lains Barn, a refurbished 
building on the outskirts of Wantage, which was to become our studio for the next two days. The 
dancing started just after 9 am, the first tradition being Ilrnington. It was single stepping so at 
least I didn't have to worry about my feet too much. In nearly no time at all we had sped through 
Shepherd's Hey, Cuckoo's Nest and Old Molly Oxford . 

Foil owing a short break it was straight back to work but this time with a difference as it was time 
to learn "El Baile del Palo". This is a South American dance which was first taught by the Spanish 
Jesuits in the 16th century as part of the suppression of the local customs . If that sounds 
confusing you should try to learn the sticking. I think nearly everyone managed it eventually ; well 
I did .. and I only caused one minor injury. 

Next , Berkshire Bedlam taught a dance by the name of Sucking the Monkey. It is a corrupted 
Fieldtown long figure dance and involves an awful lot of high kicking . Following this we had 
lunch, accompanied by the calamitous announcement that the beer was running out faster than had 
been anticipated, but, fortunately Tony (Forster) went to get some more . We then watched the 
video of the Bacca Pipes jig which won the Jig Competition at Sidmouth this year, danced by 
someone whom I can only assume has a body made of rubber . 

Invention was the theme for the first part of the afternoon. We were first told to split up into 
about six groups. Each group was given a tape recorder and cassette which had two pieces of 
music on it - Percy Grainger's "Mock Morris" and Popular Tunes for the Steam Organ - we had 
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to choose one of the pieces and had an hour to make up a dance. . It was rather difficult trying 
to hear your own piece of music when everybody else was playing the same tune . What a pity 
that they were all at different stages in the music . 

At the end of the hour each dance was performed and was judged by the esteemed Sally Wearing . 
There was a tie for first place between "Number one" and "Regency Morris" . 

Fieldtown was next, introduced with some historical facts by Mr Dommett. We danced until 
about 5.30pm. A lot of the material was relatively new to me. I did find it rather gratifying that 
some of the more experienced people in my set also had a little difficulty with long side steps and 
slow galleys . 

It was then time to go back to the Hostel. I intended to have a shower and a much needed nap 
but ended up having a quick wash and a chat. Back to the Barn for dinner , which I have to say 
was really quite good. 

After dinner we watched a video of the Abbots Bromley Horn Dance . We then had a chance to 
learn how to do it, but as there were not enough sets of antlers to go round , the majority of us had 
to make do with plastic chairs. Again we separated into groups , but this time we were told to 
invent new figures for the dance and once more each group performed for the others . 

As soon as the chairs had been stacked it was time for some more Cotswold . At last! Something 
I knew . As you may have guessed I dance with a Badby side and I really enjoyed being shown 
one of our dances as it was originally taught . 

It was time to return to the hostel and another discussion . As the beer crisis was still imminent 
and I had earleir in the evening decided to do my bit by switching over to cider, I missed the first 
few important minutes of the discussion on the pagan origins of the Morris . This was mainly due 
to the fact that I had started my own shoulder massage workshop, which even if I do say so 
myself, seemed to go down very well . Needless to say, bedtime was around 2 am again . I drifted 
off to sleep listening to the sounds of the Windsor party in the next room . 

After another 8 am breakfast we packed and headed off to the Barn once more . We started the 
morning with Border , beginning with dances for sets of three and gradually increased the number 
of people in the set with every dance until we reached nine. I can honestly say that after the 
seven-person dance my hips will never be the same again . 

Once the Border had finished we briefly returned to Badby for a hand-clapping version of 
Shepherd's Hey, with a variation on the clapping from Windsor Morris . This was followed by 
another wonderful lunch with a very good vegetarian soup . 

After lunch we attempted the Mat achin , a Tudor dance originally performed with swords. 
Thankfully we only had sticks. I think I found this more difficult to learn than El Baile de! Palo 
but again I didn't mind - as so did everyone else . 

Finally we did Berkshire Bedlam's Heel and Toe dance performed with coconut shells, although 
plastic cups will suffice at a push. After thanking the organisers for a great time we said our 
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goodb yes and left. Overall an absolutely fabulous weekend , good accommodation , food and 
company. I'll certainly try to go to the next one in eighteen months time . 

It's 7 .10 am on Monday morning, my car has just broken down, I have to be at work in twenty 
minutes . Talk about coming back down to earth with a bump . 

Jeremy Smith 
Oyster Morris 

Editor's Postscript - as someone who has attended all but the first of these Roy Dommett 
weekends, I can endorse everything Jeremy says about how much fun they are - but also take the 
opportunit y to thank Tony Forster who for the last several years has single-handedly organised 
them and gets almost no dancing done while he's there since he's busy having to rush off to buy 
extra beer etc ! So thank you Tony. And thank you to Roy for making them so stimulating . 
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Tfh(Q Jahn 
Compatfiltilon 

Ga~~an llemar11lal 
~ pa~~ and pr~~~nt 

THE INNOVATION PIIIZE 

Jig 

Last year at Sidmouth, I decided to present a Prize for Innovation at the annual John Gasson 
Memorial Jig Competition. In the end, the judges did not award the Prize - and this was fine, 
my instructions for the judges said that this was a possibility. Afterwards many people talked 
to me about what I am trying to achieve with the Prize. I actually find its aim difficult to 
explain. My feeling is that there is a danger that explanation will constrain the outcome, and 
constraint is certainly not what I want. So in all the conversations that I have had on the topic 
at Sidmouth and subsequently, I have tried to convey the notion of what I am after without 
dictating any solution . 

It seems appropriate to share these explanations with a wider audience, and this also fulfils a 
very very ancient and unfulfilled promise to contribute something to Morris Matters. 

Pushing the form 
Let's forget about jigs for a little. I think that the most interesting and exciting developments in 
Morris Dancing in the last 20 years have been brought about by people taking an existing 
dance or tradition , applying their brain and imagination, and coming up with something new. I 
believe that this has happened considerably in a great many teams, and we see the result today . 
Morris is not a stultifying preservation of the past, but something that is vibrant and alive. 

I call this pushing the form . Within the form, we still all have standards, a model of what 
should be called a Cotswold dance, a Border dance or whatever. There are rules . Rules are 
made to be broken or extended. This is innovation. 

Some of these innovations work, are liked by the dancers, and survive . I think of Great 
Western's Nine Mens Morris, which I believe was originally prompted by a Roy Dommett 
weekend in the dim and distant past where he had an exercise in creating a dance for nine 
people . It's a great dance because it's actually hard to work out quite how it is done, yet it fits 
perfectly into the way that Great Western perform. 

Some of the changes are fads and fashion . There was a time when every team had a stick 
throwing dance or three in their repertoire. I can certainly remember helping to develop the 
corner to corner throwing in one of the Oyster Men's dances . At the time, this was novel. 
Then suddenly everyone was stick throwing , it was a fashion . It's not seen so often these days, 
perhaps well and good. 

I certainly feel very proud that my dance ' The Panic' is still being done by Oyster Men. At the 
time I was foreman, I was much struck by the dances of the Shropshire Bedlams , their dances 
contain a great deal of thought about shapes of figures and presenting different views to the 
audience . They certainly created a desire in me to make a Cotswold dance where the audience 
sees the set change shape from their perspective. Again, I think that it's not immediately 
obvious how it is done, there's a flurry of movement and suddenly the set forms in a different 
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direction . 

We have seen innovation in ' how the dances are done' . Teams like Mr Jorrocks push at the 
boundaries of how the dances should be done, they set out to achieve a certain look Possibly only 
they know if they reach their own standards. They are thinking very hard about how things should 
be done as far as they are concerned . 

Innovation is still at work now I was struck this summer at Sidmouth by the Ouse Washes Molly 
Dancers who have a ' front man' connected to the audience by a headset and a radio mike . He can 
talk quietly in a normal voice and we can hear . The technology is seamless, he tells a story and 
joins in the dance that punctuates the story . 

The Innovation prize 
Well, what's all this to do with the Jig Competition? I have felt for several years that the emphasis 
in the Jig Competition was very much towards the technical side of the dancing . If you like, it's 
about a ' dance done well'. I am not knocking that , it is actually excellent and means that it sets 
standards . 

On the other hand, I had seen several people appear at the Competition with jigs that they had 
created themselves, perhaps with music that was novel , perhaps with an apposite traditional tune . 
I believe that these people have applied the brain and actually have done something quite a lot 
harder than someone who picks up a jig from Bacon's book and dances it well . I believe that these 
people are thinking about what a jig will be in the future , and I'd like to see some recognition of 
that fact. I want to give the judges the ability to reward the person whose jig perhaps wasn't the 
best but was full of interesting ideas . 

I've been prompted for some examples. I've been trying not to do this because examples constrain 
as well as illustrate . Still .. 

,.- Well, some long time ago , someone first had the idea for Knuckledo wn. It wasn 't found 
in some primeval swamp, ready to be collected . Someone had the idea for what is a 
spectacular jig. 

,.- I recall Barry Honeysett from Great Western doing a jig a year or so ago . The dance was 
original. The tune was from the Beatles . Barry didn't win the Jig Competition . I would 
have happily awarded him my prize . 

One of the winners of the jig competition in years past was Andrew Jones from Mr 
Jorrocks . His jig involved a leapfrog over the musician . Making use of the musician was 
something that John Gasson loved to do . There are some interesting lines to be drawn 
here , remember that the competition is for a ' solo dancer and a musician' . 

I feel that the notion of rewarding innovat ion fits in with a competition held in John Gasson's 
memor y. He was a thinker and innovator . Many of the interesting dances in the repertoire of 
Seven Champions attest to that . I certainly have an image of him experimenting in the sunshine 
outside the Mason's Arms in Sidmouth with ideas for dances . 
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There are a bunch of things that I don't feel fit into what I am trying to achieve. I don't want to 
over- encourage ' novelty' dances. They are fun, we all laugh, but they don't push the form. I don't 
think that taking an extant dance in one tradition and porting it to another really counts as pushing 
the form. There are also a bunch of constraints. Can you use someone else's brain to choreograph 
your new jig? Personally , I don't see why not. Can the same something be new several years 
running? If it doesn't change, then I would say no . If it evolves, then I don't see why not 

Peter Collinson November 1995 

Editor's bit - Still on the subject of the jig competition 

- What was it like entering and winning this year? 

I asked Simon Pipe, who won in 1995, to scribble a few thoughts on how it was for him' 

"It took me the best part of a year to derive and polish the Bacca-Pipes dance that won the 1995 
jig contest People differ in their approach to the jig contest It seems to me that the more you 
work up to it, the more worked up you get. I had rampant insomnia for the three nights 
beforehand ( and slept backstage for most of the contest - nearly missing my slot) . Some serious 
dancers find it very stressful ; but it's the biggest buzz they get all year. What persuaded me to 
overcome my trepidation , apart from possible kudos , was the spirit of the occasion and the 
immense warmth of the applause . By comparison, dancing solo in the main arena later in the 
week was an anti-climax. As for winning - that was very pleasant". 

- So who and what has won in the past? 

As a postscript to this, I thought it would be interesting to see who - and what dance - had won 
the competition since its' inception . It was a bit tricky finding out details of the dances after all 
this time, but Sally Wearing came to my rescue and - what a hero - sat through all the videos of 
the competitions since they began and compiled the following list - the few gaps where she 
couldn't recognise a tune or style have, apart from one, been filled in by asking individuals to cast 
their minds back a few years . Many thanks to Sally ! 

I've also heard a rumour that there may be a special focus in the next competition on audience 
rapport - see what is mentioned on the entry forms when they appear. 
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JIG COMPETITION WINN/ERi 

Year Dancer Musician Team Dance Style 

1988 
1st Andrew Jones Tim Bull Mr Jorrocks Princess Royal Oddington 
2nd Steve Jordan Dave Williams City (Winchester) The Owslebury Lads (llmington) 
3rd Beth Neill Alan Whear Windsor Gallant Hussar Badby 

1989 
1st Ian Campbell Ian Dedic Hammersmith Knuckledown Bampton 
2nd= Barry Honeysett Chiis Cook Great Western Bethany & Jack Fieldtown 

Steve Jordan Dave Williams City (Winchester) Cotmtry Carrier (llmington) 
3rd= Paul Evans Clive Barker Royal Borough Ladies of Pleasure Bledington 

Pat Ryan Gavin Atkin Berkshire Bed lam ? Fieldtown 

1990 
1st Darrell Hurtt Mary Jo Searle Hammersmith None So Pretty Fieldtown 
2nd Barry Honeysett Minnie Wilde Great Western Ladies of Pleasure Fieldtown 
3rd Tracy Hitch Alan Whear Windsor None So Pretty Badby 

1991 
1st Andrew Jones Tim Bull Mr Jorrocks Princess Royal Oddington 
2nd Tracy Hitch Alan Wheat· Windsor None So Pretty Badby 
3rd not awarded 

1992 
1st Sue Graham Alan Whear Windsor Gallant Hussar Badby 
2nd Jameson Wooders Jerry West Berkshire Bedlam Flowers of Edinburgh Bampton 
3rd Julian Drury Bob Shakeshaft Stony Stratford Old Tom of Annscote Ascott 

1993 
1st Julian Drnry Don Allison Stony Stratford Month of May Ascott 
2nd Andrew Jones Tim Bull Mr Jorrocks New York Jig Oddington 
3rd Darrell Hurtt Ian Dedic Hammersmith Knuckledown Barnpton 

1994 
1st Lucy Cunningham John Ede-Golightly Belles & Broomsticks Blue Eyed Stranger Raglan 
2nd Barry Honeysett Minnie Wilde Great Western I Will Fieldtown 
3rd Jethro Anderson Kath Fletcher Pigsty Ladies of Pleasure Field town 

1995 
1st Simon Pipe Julian Drury Stony Stratford Bacca pipes 
2nd Jameson Wooders Jerry West Berkshire Bedlam Flowers of Edinburgh Bampton 
3rd Julian Drnry Bob Shakeshaft Stony Stratford Broom Dance 
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PADSTOW MAYDAY - FlRST 1MPR£SS10NS 

For someone who has been involved with folk music in one way or another for 23 years, it may come as 
a surprise to find that I had never visited Padstow for its May Day celebrations . In fact, it was even before 
I had even entered my first folk club that my appetite had been whetted, thanks to a feature that the 
Spinners had done on BBC television in place of one of their Octagon Theatre specials . 

The displacement of May Bank Holiday weekend - thanks to the recent VE. day anniversary - was a golden 
opportunity to see Padstow at first hand on the day and fulfil my commitments as a performer at Guildford 
and Rochester the following weekend. Never look a gift 'oss in the mouth! It was eerie passing the exit 
road to Sidmouth on the Honiton by-pass so early in the year , with still another eighty-plus miles to go. 

There seems to be very little published recently in the folk press about Padstow's May Day. I rushed 
through my own library trying to clue myself in on what exactly happens and when, during the day, all to 
no avail. Perhaps an article like this might be useful in setting an agenda for future newcomers, by way of 
a diary rather than my more familiar historical analyses. 

The Frarnptons first arrived in the town on the Sunday to "case the joint". I had heard stories that the locals 
weren't entirely welcoming to us grackles - even to the point of demanding a roll of film from someone's 
camera! Doc Rowe - who is well known for his archive work into the custom - assured me that the 
townspeople needed "us" for their trade, Brian Kell also warned me that I would be alright so long as I 
didn't get in the way - not that I try for posed photographs in my own work. Nonetheless all concurred that 
it was essential to arrive as early as possible on May Day in order to park the car. 

The maypole erected in the Market Square is resplendent with flags and bunting, which seem to support 
it Although it was first put up on the Friday, it wasn't until the Sunday night that the final touches were 
added with all manner of foliage around its base . There seemed to be a rehearsal by the drum corps at the 
town social club during Sunday evening and the town was already decorated with bunting in almost every 
street with many houses similarly prepared. On the quayside there was a small funfair, whilst the fishing 
boats and other smaller craft all sported the Canadian flag to mark the ongoing North Atlantic halibut war t 

Chris Cawte has given an excellent account of the day's proceedings in his "Ritual Animal Disguise" (1978 , 
Folklore Society) and I have no wish to deny anything he says therein. In fact , circumstances (and two 
small children) prevented me from going into the town late on the Sunday night to experience the "Night 
Song" whereby the Obby Oss gangs serenade the townspeople wishing good luck to all. 

As it was , the Frarnptons arrived in the town at about ten o'clock on the day itself, having parked in a field 
designated for the purpose on the road out towards Wadebridge . We arrived at the harbour in time to see 
the "Blue Ribbon 'Oss"disappear behind The Old Customs House, although we were perfectly situated to 
witness the children's Oss coming the other way from The Shipwrights' Arms shortly afterwards. Thanks 
to Doc, we had decided that the chance of seeing children parading their own Oss before watching the 
adults at play was the best way to ward off any fear that either Amy or Emily might have of them - each 
having been terror-struck at various times in the past by even the tamest (revival) teams' hobby horses. 
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Before going on, I shall make no apology for the incessant use of the words "Obby" and "Oss" since that 
is the local spelling, without even the hint of an apostrophe . Nor shall I enlarge on the historical tradition 
involved, which is well-documented elsewhere, except to note that the Oss itself is made of a circular frame 
of about six feet in diameter covered with a black cloth, with a grotesque mask covering the head and torso 
of its bearer - but you all knew that anyway didn't you I 

Shortly before eleven o'clock, we made our way towards The Golden Lion - the "stable" of the Old Oss, 
whose lineage seems to go back at leat two hundred years. The streets around were already packed and 
we could hear the sounds of massed accordions and drums thrashing out the tune to the "Day Song" At 
eleven o'clock the Old Oss made his appearance from the front door of the pub with the"Teaser " and each 
frantically danced in front of each other for the next quarter of an hour before the band led the pair off 
towards the church. In fact , to the newcomer , this is the most confusing part of the day, Rather like at 
Bampton on Spring Bank Holiday Monday, whilst there seems to be no published "route" for any of the 
Osses , no clash is involved between any of the three parties, but it does leave one guessing in vain as to 
where to go to find a good vantage point. 

In fact, we chose to double back away from Middle Street and go up the hill at Duke Street, noticing that 
people were out in their deckchairs on the raised pavement - surely that must mean something I In fact the 
whole party vanished away in the distance towards Prideaux Place before doubling back to the point where 
we had decided to take our luncheon. The wait was certainly worth it when the massed ranks marched 
down Cross Street towards us nearly an hour later playing that unforgettable melody . Amongst their 
number I could see Tom and Barbara Brown, with Tom playing accordion. Tom and Barbara are well 
known for their work as performers on the folk circuit, as well as for reviving the North Devon mummers 
play and the custom of "Hunting the Earl of Rone" at Combe Martin. Virtually opposite where I was 
standing, the Obby Oss carrier and Teaser changed duties with new participants to re-invigorate the antics 
of the surreal central character. Then it was down the hill and back to The Golden Lion for lunch and 
entertainment. 

Of course all the pubs were packed out and some even had "bouncers" outside to regulate the numbers 
entering and leaving. Two short-haired gentlemen in Manchester United replica shirts were turning away 
non-Padstonians at the London Inn in Church Lane where the "crack" (Ed; atmosphere) was said to be 
particularly good, and by the time I got to the bar to be served, the three o'clock bell went and everyone 
was outside for the afternoon session. In fact, there was singing also at "The Harbour Inn" - the stable of 
the Blue Ribbon Oss, but that also finished early. Apart from that there was a session by some New Age 
types down at the Ship hotel - this, it must be emphasised, is not a "folk" festival for "folkies", rather a 
celebration by Padstow for its own well-being. 

The challenge for the afternoon was to see the Blue Ribbon Oss, since I had yet to see more than a glimpse 
of it beforehand . The stable for the day is the Institute which houses both the library and museum. 
Characteristically, we found the square packed, when we saw the Oss make its exit from the doorway and 
like the Old Oss did in the morning, a frantic form of interplay between the Teaser and Oss took place 
before toute ensemble departed in the opposite direction to that which we expected. In fact the procession 
headed down Church Lane towards the Golden Lion. There was no chance of us "heading it off" so it was 
back up the hill to where we had seen the Old Oss in the morning. Another irony occurred here . 

Whilst expecting the Blue Ribbon Oss to process along an identical route to that taken by the Old Oss 
several hours earlier, we positioned ourselves at the top of Ruthys Lane hoping that it would progress to 
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Prideaux and pass us along Church Street. Not sol It doubled back down the hill, left up Cross Street and 
Fentonluna to Prideaux that wayl Meanwhile I heard the Old Oss party arriving back at the Golden Lion 
after their afternoon exertions and shortly afterwards noticed Doc Rowe hurrying off back to where I had 
just been. Patience was at long last rewarded , since the Blue Ribbon musicians had already arrived at the 
Church Room and I hadn't long to wait before the whole party processed back down the hill on its way to 
the Institute led by the girls' contingent singing the Day Song at the tops of their voices , their "Master of 
Ceremonies" who can best be described as a Hungerford "Tutti-Man" sort of character dressed in suit and 
top-hat, carrying a beribboned pole and occasionally swinging it as he pleased , then at last by the Teaser , 
Oss, musicians and dancers. 

Apart from the dancing by Teaser armed with padded club to exhort the Oss to more frenzied evolutions , 
and the Oss itself, little is known of what other dancing takes place The entire Obby Oss parties are 
dressed in white with a red or blue sash or cummerbund depending on allegiance . Kit is easily available in 
the town , as was noticed in several shops in the maypole precinct. White tee-shirts are now optional or 
complementary to more nautical fare, but toda y even "designer" Obby Oss knitwear seems acceptable . 
White footwear is also optional and the plimsoll has been replaced by the training shoe even if the effort 
has been made to wear the preferred colour. The younger members of the parties , especially those nearer 
the Oss, act as dancers . Chris Cawte has already said that little is known of the dance and I will readily 
concur that it seems spontaneous and has no set form. "It varies from a jaunt y walk with sometimes some 
swaying of the body , to a sinuous twisting of the body in a kind of diving movement. .. Meanwhile the 
Dancer (Teaser) twists and turns in a high-stepping dance, waving his club and enticing the horse to swing 
and gyrate". This description is fairly consistent with the dancing by the 199 5 Old Oss team and Children's 
Oss . 

However I was lucky enough to eavesdrop on an impromptu "practice" by four girls with the Blue Ribbon 
Oss with me waiting in Ruthys Lane for something to happen. Although each dancer is acting singly, there 
seemed to be some corporate effort by these four to conduct themselves as a "set" . What they actually did 
was little more than embellish the dance of the Teaser, and involved a pronounced high stepping single step 
(a la Bampton or Shropshire Bedlams) with a syncopated punch in the air with an extended right arm. This 
may not sound much on paper , but to see this particular foursome work it up in a side street than more 
publicly says a lot for evolving tradition - who knows what their daughters might be dancing in twenty years 
(In fact, when my photographs came back from developing, I noticed the same party stepping , throwing 
both hands upright into the air! What is practised earnestly mutates quickly during the course of the day) 

I was never in the right place at the right time to witness the Oss falling down then resurrecting itself with 
renewed spirit to the strains of "Where is St George , oh where is he, Oh?" although I can affirm that it 
took place. What I cannot confirm is the widespreadness of the chants Ossl Oss! and Wee Oss ! which I'd 
been led to expect. When regaled with the riposte in Guildford the following weekend by people who had 
known where I'd just visited, I couldn't respond , firstly because it had never hit me as any sort of mantra , 
and secondly with my respect for tradition , it wasn't for me to chant it - much as I have never shouted 
"Gravely,!" etc at Salisbury on May 29th or sung the Ebernoe Horn Fair song on July 25th at either event. 

Although I never stayed for it, the two (adult) horses meet and dance togethe r at the maypole in the early 
evening. I was lucky enough to see the Old Oss dance around the maypole before returning to the Golden 
Lion in the afternoon , but the Blue Ribbon horse never did this singly unless he did it in the morning 
session . 
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Nor is it true that Padstow May Day is entirely an event for May 1st only. It is true that the Osses only 
come out then but the burlesque reigns for the rest of the week in one form or another . Whilst scrounging 
a cup of tea from Doc Rowe and Billy Crawford (the Tommy of Stevenage Sword), I was told that during 
the evenings following May 1st, strange things may occur (with the emphasis on "may"). During one year, 
the ladies of one party dressed all in pink and escorted a pink Obby Oss through the streets . On another, 
some boys made an Oss from cardboard and black vinyl and paraded it,. This seemed a tradition for some 
years then it was dropped. There is singing over at "the Ring of Bells" at nearby St. Issey led by Tom and 
Barbara Brown, but this was merged into a more formal "Folk evening" at the Padstow Social Club in the 
Wednesday - and guess who arrived at St Issey on the Wednesday expecting an informal session? 

A few more remarks need to be made before closing. Today at least, Padstow's May Day is an event for 
all Padstonians, young and old, male and female. The Teaser was swapped between boy and girl. Each 
party was supported by people of all ages. Because of the size of each party, members were able to drop 
in and out of each procession, depending on work shifts or fatigue . One plucky youngster I noticed in the 
Blue Ribbon team was struggling with her right leg in a plaster cast, emblazoned with the Obby Oss 
ms1gma. 

Even teenagers take part , and whatever happened to the maxim that if your Mum and Dad do something 
then it must be naff?! It was also remarked to me that to be a Padstonian and unable to play an accordion 
would make you something of an oddity! I know that to be an over-simplification, but it serves to 
emphasise that participants did range across all ages. 

Padstow is a wonderful magma of tradition. Visitors I have spoken to allude to changes made on an annual 
basis, and I have no idea whether any of the above revelations are novel or best left unsaid . As something 
of an historian , my guess is that somebody somewhere had better say them for the sake of posterity . Of 
course, it follows that my observations are unevenly informed, and my philanthropic standing compromised 
- these are, however, my first impressions. I look forward to my next visit! 

© George Frampton 9th May 1995 
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Molllf Da11ci115 l11structi011al - A Review 

(held in Norwich on 18th February 1995) 

The revival in interest in Molly dancing has led to a wide range of interpretations of what can be danced 
under the name of Molly. An attempt was made earlier this year to review what is currently being 
performed as Molly. A one day instructional led by Roy Dommett was organised jointly by the 
Norwich Shitwitches and the Ouse Washes Molly Dancers . The response to the initial advertising was 
very encouraging and on the day there were over seventy dancers present from thirteen different sides, 
plus a couple of free spirits ( or perhaps they were dance consultants) . 

The morning session was led by Roy Dommett who provided a thorough review of the Molly Dances 
that have been collected . As well as teaching these dances he provided a set of notes on the dances . 
The weekend must have struck a chord because Roy went home and revised the notes to include a 
general cultural setting for the dancing. He sent us a copy of the revised notes which run to 23 pages I 
We were well drilled in the starting point of modern Molly. 

The middle session explored the current state of the art with four sides each teaching one of their 
dances and explaining how things had developed . The contributors were Ouse Washes Molly Dancers , 
Pig Dyke Molly, Kemp's Men of Norwich and the Norwich Shitwitches . 

The final session of the day was a discussion led by Roy Dommett on various aspects of Molly Dancing . 
The discussion was wide ranging and many differing views were expressed revealing few topics where a 
consensus could be said to exist. No attempt has been made in this summary to report it in a verbatim 
fashion. Instead, ideas have been collected together in what is hoped will be a logical order. 

Blacking up 

This is not an ancient part of Morris tradition, there is only one reference to blacking faces in the 800 
references from before the year 1700. In the 18th century face blacking in the evening was sufficient 
evidence to obtain committal for poaching. The widespread use of face blacking begins in the 19th century . 
The possible reasons for it are :-

e a cheap form of disguise, perhaps a degenerate form of mask, cf use of masks in court dances, use 
of masks in Central Europe and Italy. 

e imitation of black faced workers such as chimney sweeps, coal miners and charcoal burners , 
possibly with the connotations of good luck that the sweeps had. 

e imitation of the popular mid 19th century Nigger Minstrel Shows . 

Although it has been a part of our tradition for well over a century there are a number of problems that 
some people find with blacking up :-

e young children find it frightening . 

e it may be offensive to Black and Asian communities . 
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A number of different strategies have been adopted to overcome the problems:-

$ use another colour than black for whole face make up . 

8 only appear blacked up for the performance and remove the make up immediately it is finished . 

8 use partial or smudged black rather than a single whole face black 

9 use two colours as in the recent examples of quartered two colour face make up. 

8 use clown or pantomime dame style of make up. 

These difficulties may be transient aspects of our society, however, it is necessary to be sensitive to the 
feelings of our audiences whilst feeling free to continue using our traditions. 

Dress 

Cross dressing was discussed especially the changing social values which, a century ago were outraged by 
women dressing in trousers , but which now take this as perfectly normal. The same is not true of men 
dressing in women's clothing. It is regarded as quite abnormal and in the case of an accurate use of women's 
clothes is felt to be threatening. On the other hand, a man who dresses and behaves as a parody of a woman 
is regarded as humorous , e.g. pantomime dames and ugly sisters with extravagant and tasteless clothes, 
overdone make up and beauty spots. 

In a side that cross dresses, how should women dress, since it is normal for them to dress in traditional male 
clothes? One solution is for them to dress as a man and then dress as a woman. The result is interesting 
since it is a woman pretending to be a man parodying a woman! (A bit like "A Midsummer Night's Dream 
Through the Looking Glass") 

Rag jackets were mentioned as an illustration of the changes that have occurred in the circumstances and 
relative wealth of the people who choose to dance. A few generations ago rag clothing and carpets were 
a sign of extreme poverty whereas today they are taken as a symbol of an aspect of the tradition and may be 
extravagantly made . 

Women Dancing 

In the 19th century women had little opportunity to dance because of the long time that most of them spent 
in the very demanding task of raising a family. Modern social conditions are quite different and appeals to 
the past to determine what people should do today are spurious. There are some sides around who do not 
subscribe to this view. 

What are the Common Elements of Modern Molly? 

The traditional dances that had been taught in the morning were contrasted with the new dances that were 
seen in the afternoon. Whilst it was generally clear where the dances had come from there is a great 
progression away from the roots. This was not felt to be a problem but sides creating dances ought to define 
their style or boundaries so that their dances possess a sense of coherence. In building new dances it is 
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important to work together in developing the dances and to be very careful not to make them too complex . 
Not only is it important to choose or create dances that are within the capability of your team (for a small 
team this means suitable for the weakest dancer), but complexity for its own sake does not make for a 
worthwhile dance. It is very difficult to produce a satisfying simple dance . In the long term, most dances 
will fall by the wayside and only the best of the many new creations will still be danced ten years after they 
were first produced . Evolution and natural selection in cultural matters . 

Jigs and Performance Issues 

The broom dance and bacca pipes jigs occur throughout the British Isles . If a member of a side has a 
special act let it be a part of the show, be it step dancing or fire eating. 

This led into discussing the nature of the performance and the attitude of the team to the audience (if any). 
There are two extreme views of how to perform the dances which may be termed performance art and 
dancing for yourselve s. The first is to regard the dancing as a show or act which requires all the dancers 
to be highly disciplined in accomplishing a number of tasks . These are often straight forward but do 
require levels of commitment to the performance that many dancers can't or won't give. The nature of the 
performances is to distance the dancers from the audience by the formality. The Seven Champions are a 
prime example of this style. The other extreme is a group of friends who enjoy dancing together and maybe 
somebody watches them. The dancers' enjoyment of the activity comes very high on the list of priorities 
as does communicating with the audience. It is more an interaction with the audience than a performance . 
It is very difficult to combine dancers with these extremes of view in the same side. Indeed , an example 
was given of a side which went out of existence for just this reason . The differences in style do not mean 
that the sides do not contribute to each other since the more casual sides act as feeders to the more 
disciplined and there is a continuing dissemination of new ideas between sides of all viewpoints . 

A summary of the days activities was prepared that includes Roy's notes (version 2), notation and music 
for the four modern dances, and the above notes of the discussion . Anybody interested in this or related 
matters is welcome to contact me (01508 - 520036) . 

Dave Crease , Norwich Shitwitches . 
12/10/95 
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EXTENSlVE NEW TRAD1T10N D1SCOV£R£D 

Dr Whimsy Participle , Reader in Folk Culture at the Universit y of Beccles has revealed in the latest 
edition of 'Ferret Fancier and Fondler' that he has discovered an extensive set of printed records of 
dances in the Morris style which are not currentl y performed . If his claims are true the implications for 
the Folk World are enormous and we may have to reconsider many of the long held ideas on the history 
and meaning of the Morris. 

"I reasoned that not only the mainland of England but also the offshore islands ought to have traditional 
dance forms," said Dr Participle in an exclusive interview with 'Private Lie', "and I was struck by a 
complete absence of any record of such dances in the Folk Lore literature. I began by looking at general 
and historical documents and publications on the Channel Isles and was amazed to very quickly find huge 
amounts of published information from the middle of the last century up to the present day which 
indicates that this must be a living tradition . The notation used is clearly for dances but somewhat 
different from that of Cecil Sharpe ." 

"The dances would seem to be very long with many repetitions or rows of figures, perhaps a connection 
with Breton social dances , although a wider range of figures appears in the dances . The dances are all 
named after local places and seem to have several different sections each with its own name. The figures 
have local ,often sea-faring names e.g . cable left, cable right A characteristic of the tradition would 
appear to be starting and finishing the dances with a large cast I hope to visit the Channel Islands in the 
near future and search out the local dancers and record the basic steps of the dances which are not clear 
from the publications . Perhaps there are French terms which cause some of this obscurity to English 
eyes ." 

Here is an example of the notation discovered by Dr Participle :-

Dance The Guernsey 
Part 1 The Body 
First Figure Cast on 200 
Second Figure Rib 25 Rows 
Third Figure Pl(P2,K2) 5 times, (Pl,Kl,Pl) cable right (Pl,Kl,Pl) K7, Pl, K7 (Pl, Kl, 

( continued on page 27) 

and here unfortunatel y the records have a break! 

Submitted by Dave Crease, with acknowledgements to "Private Lie" , a little known publication circulating 

in the Norwich area . 

Editor's Note:Maybe Belles and Broomsticks can do a bit of research into this one?! 
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Jl.n Introauctory 6ib[iograpfty on Morris 1Jancing (secona ecfition) 
6y Mi~ J-feaney. 

published by the Vaughan Williams Memorial Library , leaflet No. 19, London : EFDSS (1995) 
( £3-00) 

Having spent many hours in academic libraries , I can vouch for the importance of good reference works 
on traditional dance - so it is a real pleasure to welcome this second edition of Heaney's bibliography . 
The first edition, published in 1985, was itself an updating of Russell Wortley's listing of morris 
references from 10 years earlier and each revision seems to reflect some significant changes of the 
decade. You can even see it in the artwork: Heaney's first edition had a precisely detailed Victorian 
drawing on the cover and a medieval -looking woodcut inside (neither actually credited) while the second 
edition features Doc Rowe's free-flowing and movement-oriented drawings on the cover and 
frontispiece . Historical morris comes to life! Inside, the improvements in technology are obvious : dot
matrix has thankfully given way to high-qualit y laser printing . 

Regarding content , the second edition contains an extra 12 pages, representing 3 9 new listings . If this 
seems rather few it is because the author chose to be selective , particularly in the most heavily 
documented areas ("Cotswold, General and Modern"). As such, this edition does not try to be any more 
comprehensive than the first. Heaney's stated choices favour "detail, accessibility ... dance notation and 
tunes" . However, music and dance notation are not separated from purely descriptive works ; the 
categories are instead based on conventional geographic and historical classifications . This is perfectly 
logical , but Heaney's selective annotations might confuse someone looking for a specific element like 
notation . At first glance these descriptive notes seem to cover all listings which include notation, but a 
closer look reveals inconsistencies . For example , P .D. Davenport's "The Kirtlington Morris" contains 
dance notations and a tune of which no mention is made - but it is surrounded by listings which are 
annotated "conta ins dance notation and tunes" . I'm not sure why the annotation is so selective, unless 
certain titles are felt to be self-explanatory. I do think the booklet warrants comprehensive annotation , 
especially if it is meant to serve a wide readership. 

There don't seem to be any deliberate changes in emphasis from the first edition , but the prominence of 
recent and prolific contributors is noticeable . For example , Roy Dommett (whose Morris Notes were 
published in 1985) is now mentioned both in the acknowledgments and in virtually every section. Keith 
Chandler is commended for his timely and significant works . Also listed are recent contributions from 
Tony Barrand, Tess Buckland , John Forrest, Roy Judge and others - not forgetting Heaney himself1 
Conference proceedings are increasingly prominent as well and I hope these will continue to be published 
and made available by organisers . 

The most useful additions , to me at least , are two comprehensive indexes . One contains names, the 
other places . The importance of quick and easy access to a specific author or topic cannot be overstated 
- and in that vein, a few more disappointments are noted here . Minor irritations are hardly worth 
mentioning, so I'll forego all but one: a reader scanning quickl y ma y not find the explanation for the use 
of a star on certain listings, which seems rather hidden in the introduction.I prefer a separate, prominent 
note, as in Russell Wortley's original. 

Second , and more significant, is the lack of authors' first names. As an American, I am surpised by this 
omission and can only assume it is a British convention .. Particularly in the case of morris , however , this 
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could be problematic. What if, for example, someone wanted to look at differences in the way women and 
men write about morris? 

Finally, this welcome second edition in no way diminishes the need for a comprehensive reference guide to 
articles in the three major morris journals. Heaney does not attempt this - if he did, he'd probably still be 
writing! Rumour has it that such a task may be underway for Morris Matters articles*. I do hope that The 
Morris Dancer and American Morris Newsletter follow suit. For that matter, what about Folk Music 
Journal and English Dance and Song? Heaney's done a marvellous job - let's support him with publication
based references. Perhaps someday these could all be combined into a single volume . In the meantime, 
anyone who is interested in what has been published recently about morris should be sure to have this well
revised and updated reference work 

Jan Elliott November 1995 

* This rumour has only just reached the editor - apparently it is being undertaken by the Morris Archive 
Group t All thanks to them. 

************************** 

,At>veRctsmenc : 

Library Lectures - the annual winter lectures at the Vaughan Williams Memorial Library are scheduled as 
follows: 

Friday 26th January 1996 
Kentish Connections : joining the past to the present through an exploration of a county's folk 
culture 
- by Simon Evans 

Friday 23rd February 1996 
"The Fine Old English Heart-Reviving Morris Dance " - theatrical Morris in the nineteenth 
century 
- by Roy Judge 

Both will be held in the Library and will begin at 7:30pm. Admission is free - a collection will be taken. 
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GAll£V 'PROOfS1 

Simon Pipe takes another look at recent morris publications : 

STRICTLY SPEAKING, this was intended as a review of journals dedicated to the morris. For a while 
back in the autumn , though, it looked as if The Daily Telegraph might become essential reading for the 
capering classes. 
There was, for instance, that front page piece about Ditchling Morris facing eviction from their village hall 
for allegedly being a noise nuisance . A man from the council stood outside the door on practice night and 
established that the volume of shrieks and stomping was louder than you'd hear standing close to a busy 
road 2 It seems to me that capital could be made of this, The Telegraph story could be reprinted in side 
publicity. And maybe we'll be seeing badges and T-shirts this summer with slogans like "pull the other one, 
it's got decibels on". I don't know ifDitchling go in for 'characters' but perhaps they could introduce some 
innovation here - besides the fool and the hobby horse , a man in a tatty anorak and headphones , brandishing 
a noise monitor and periodically leaping into the set, bellowing "Too loud' Too loud!" 

A FEW DAYS BEFORE Ditchling's moment of fame, the same newspaper declared : Morris Men get on 
Hobby Horse about Women. This wasn't a report on the deviant leanings of "morris men" (or maybe I 
misread it?) but rather a recycling of the old row about who has the right to indulge in the ancient futility 
ritual. We're told the Morris Ring believes women dancers have saddled the morris with an "unfortunate 
public image" . I thought this rather failed to acknowledge those men who've worked very hard over the 
decades to become an object of mockery . They deserve recognition. But why had the Telegraph run this 
as if it was something new? I though we were playing down all this inter-sex strife nowadays - hands-across
the-water (a little known Adderbury figure) - and so on. But there are pockets ofresistance. Chris Clarke 
introduces himself in the Ring Circular of April 1995 as "one of the (apparently few) men who still believe 
that the Morris is a man's dance and should remain so". He cries that nowadays the women's viewpoint is 
"rammed home" forcibly, often with wrong or misleading digs at men. "No morris academics appear to have 
the time or the courage to respond with the male view". Roy Dommett has replied in the Autumn Morris 
Federation newsletter by pointing out that in the Annals of the Early Morris, a third of references that 
mentioned gender said the dancing was mixed. "No-one denies that more that one hundred years ago, the 
seasonal dance traditions were maintained largely by men and that there was prejudice against and a lack of 
opportunity for women, but how is this acceptable today?" Roy adds : "The world is trying to grasp the 
modem implications of gender and the morris will only grow if it fits within the developing wider perceptions 
in our community" . 

ACTUALLY I think there is a worthwhile message in Chris's letter, though it's not the one he was primarily 
trying to make. The nub of it is a call to circulate the arguments and expose the matter to reasoned debate. 
It seems to me that until the facts are widely circulated, in an accessible way, the ordinary dancer's views are 
likely to be heavily influenced by prejudice and propaganda ... which aren't exactly tools for conciliation . 

IF CHRIS CLARKE yearns for a morris academic to champion the cause of masculine exclusivity, then I 
don't imagine he'd enjoy the work of Georgina Boyes Her myth-exploding book, The Imagined Village 
Culture , Ideology and the English Folk Revival, is reviewed in the June 1995 issue of America's Country 
Dance and Song Magazine. Wade through the cumbersome scholarly language and you'll find the Imagined 
Village to be a rumbustious piece of academic muck-raking . I was tickled to learn of Percy Grainger's song 
collecting methods - he once hid under a bed while an accomplice tricked a reluctant source into singing a 
jealously-witheld epic. And the writer clearly relished revealing that Rolf Gardiner , a leading light of the 
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early Morris Ring, was a keen fascist. I'd recommend this book to anyone with a genuine desire to 
understand the morris in its modern context. Well, almost anyone. 

FROM THE SA1v1E JOURNAL comes these reviews of a garland team 's tour through the States . "They 
took New York by storm" ..... " .Language is wanting to describe this beautiful spectacle" ... "The audience 
seemed wholly carried away" .... Proof that Americans make a good morris crowd? Sadly not - this was a tour 
by 48 young girls from Vienna, presenting theatrical dances inspired by the European folk repertoire . And 
it took place in the 1840s. I can't imagine a garland team going down so well today , or being described as 
"the realisation of fairy dreams". The Viennese children are featured in the magazine's main article in which 
Rhett Krause describes various examples of garland dancing seen in America since 1846 (Ed : and answered 
in part Roy Dommett's query in the last issue of Morris Matters about sources I) He concludes by noting 
that despite multiple examples of men' teams performing garland morris in England and North America, it 
is now almost exclusively female, and the femininity of the dance is often accentuated. Perhaps America will 
one day see men shouted down for presuming to perform 'a women's dance'? Perhaps not. 

THAT'S THE SEX bit out of the way - now for religion. In the autumn 1995 issue of English Dance and 
Song, Keith Leech of Hastings tells us that a clergyman received hate mail after allowing a jig to be danced 
in his church. And when Keith taught morris at a local school , one girl's father , a Baptist minister, refused 
to let her join in. Why the objections? Because "morris is pagan" ( and according to the Baptist , connected 
with vegetarian cults, which I thought rather an appealing idea) . Keith suggests morris dancers have only 
themselves to blame for this, after years of spouting the pagan mumbo jumbo and spinning yarns about 
women getting pregnant if they wear a morris man's hat Perhaps , he says, it's time we started telling the 
rather boring truth . In the Morris Ring Circular, editor Eddie Dunmore - who admits to having peddled the 
pagan patter himself in the past - reports another example of it causing difficulties. A border side insisted 
on blacking -up even though it was unacceptable to a black employee of the institution that was paying it. 
Eddie , having taught in inner-city schools , acknowledged that blacking-up could seem insensitive, "To 
compound this insensitivity with a flat refusal to consider a modification, as if it were a core constituent of 
some religious faith, seems to me to be a confusion about the reasons for doing the morris" So there . 

ANOTHER RE VIEW - a children's book has been published (in America only) called The Nine Days 
Wonder 3 

. Marilyn Hollinshead's story of Will Kemp's dance from London to Norwich 400 years ago is 
dedicated to morris dancers everywhere, especially Kemp's Men of Norwich" . American Publisher's Weekly 
sings the praises of illustrator Pierr Morgan's gouache and ink paintings, which show "the energetic , almost 
vibrating Kemp, leaping in and out of the framed pictures with aplomb". 

JUST SUCH a dancer looks likely to be needed in the spring of the year 2000 . After a great deal of 
discussion in the pages of the Morris Ring Circular and elsewhere about the complexitie s of translating 
between the Julian and Gregorian calendars, a shortlist of dates has been selected for the quater-centenary 
re-enactment of Kemp's feat. James Bremner of Kemp's Men suggests various ways of celebrating , including 
morris gatherings at points along the route and closing off the streets in Norwich for the grand arrival. I 
wonder how the y'll go about casting the various parts. There can't be much competition for the part of 
Thomas Slye, the taborer , but who will play the prettily-tripping girl who kept Kemp company part of the 
way? As for Kemp himself, clearly he should be the energetic leaping type . But should he vibrate, like Pierr 
Morgan's Kemp, or merely wobble about a bit? For the sake of authenticity , this needs thinking about. 

Simon Pipe December 1995 
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Footnotes: 
1. For those who haven't ever been involved in any stage of having work published , the galley proof was the stage before 

setting into final text - to be checked by sub-editors or authors for typesetting enors . 

2. Editor's Note - Stop Press - I read elsewhere that Ditchling have won their battle - but at a cost - they have to pay for 
secondaty glazing on the centre. Any financial help from other morris teams would be appreciated! 

3. Published by Philomel Books, 200 Madison Avenue New York , NY 10016 9404 ; Tel I 800 847 551 at $14.95) 
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